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Home Learning Ideas
Maths

Try to read for at least 20 minutes a day.
Continue to work on www.readtheory.org
Choose something to read on epic! (see email)
Use the BBC Bitesize daily lessons for English
Choose a lesson each day from Oak National Academy
We have attached a piece of work linked to a poem called
‘Poetry Pie’ by Roger McGough. Please read the poem
carefully and complete the tasks.

RE
What is God like? Is He even there?
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YNgiM_8dRZk
Key Learning: Thinking about how Christians believe God is always
with them think about the meanings of these words:
omniscient, omnipresent, almighty, holy
Christians believe that if they follow God’s commandments he will
be please but if we break those rules he might get unhappy with us
(the Story of Noah’s Ark)
What are your thoughts on this?
RPHSE
https://www.thenational.academy/year-6/pshe/your-countryneeds-you-year-6-wk6-1
Have a think about how best to take on the role of Prime Minister.
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●
●

Science
Look at the work on missing angles and shapes
● Log onto Seneca Learning using the class code we shared
https://www.thenational.academy/online-classroom/yearwith your parents. (6RH tjktrsaz7t, 6ER 69lvs24rin)
6/maths#subjects
There are lots of tasks to complete from Year 5 and 6 Science
Log onto MyMaths and catch up with the allocated tasks
thinking about Working Scientifically. We can see how well you have
Log on to TTRockstars and work on improving the speed
managed.
and accuracy of your times tables knowledge.
Log on to BBC Bitesize and work through the daily lessons
Login to Sumdog to keep up with your mental maths

Art and Design Technology
North American Art
Topic
Research totem poles. Using toilet roll or kitchen roll tubes could you What effect has the world wide lock down had on global warming
design your own?
and climate change?
We have seen a dramatic decrease around the world in some of the
effects of global warming and climate change. For example, the coral
reefs are beginning to repair themselves. What other examples can
you find about how the earth is changing for the better?

●

Have a go at drawing a Native American inspired bird.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gEJV7fj6nZM

Where do our fruit and vegetables come from?
Make a fruit or vegetable kebab and research where the food you’ve
used originated and where it is grown.
Using some foods you’ve not tried before design a taste test
competition to find out which of the new foods are your favourites.
Music
https://www.thenational.academy/year-6/foundation/exploringemotions-in-music-year-6-wk6-5
Have a look at this lesson about Exploring emotions in music.
https://www.musicpartnershipnorth.co.uk/yumu/packages/45music-at-home-encore-ages-10-11
There are also some lessons from The Fresh Prince of Bel Air theme
tune.
PE
Subscribe to The Body Coach TV and complete daily workouts on PE
with Joe. Make sure you drink lots of water to keep hydrated!

Year Six Week 9

Modern Foreign Languages
Continue working through the units of work on our class account on
Duolingo. We’ll be able to see how you manage and see what you
need extra help with.

Computing
● Log onto Seneca Learning using the class code we shared
with your parents. (6RH tjktrsaz7t, 6ER 69lvs24rin)
There are tasks to complete thinking about coding. We can see how
well you are managing.
Once you’ve completed those tasks have a go at some of the
projects from Hour of Code:
https://code.org//learn

Here are some Year 6 learning ideas to complete while the school is
closed. You can complete the tasks in any order. Try to be as
creative as you can.
You can email your work to your teacher if you wish or do them in a
book or on paper.
Miss Rennison: emma.rennison@cragside.northumberland.sch.uk
or Mrs Harper: rachel.harper@cragside.northumberland.sch.uk

